ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

Georgia Nugent Named Interim President of Illinois Wesleyan University
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Liu ’21 Earns Optics and Photonics Education Scholarship

Mathematics and physics double major Henry Liem ’21, a student from China, has recently been selected from a national pool of candidates to receive an Optics and Photonics Education Scholarship from the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.

CAMPUS NEWS

Community Greenhouse Blooms from Partnership

A group of first-year Illinois Wesleyan students helped grow a community greenhouse from an idea to reality this spring, in collaboration with the West Bloomington Revitalization Project (WBReP).

ATHLETICS

Community Greenhouse Blooms from Partnership

A group of first-year Illinois Wesleyan students helped grow a community greenhouse from an idea to reality this spring, in collaboration with the West Bloomington Revitalization Project (WBReP).